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Abstract
Reconstructing mandibular defects after trauma or ablative
surgery is reliably done with compressed autogenous
cortical and cancellous particulate bone. We present
the use of a demineralised allogenic humerus shaft as a
conduit for the autogenous particulate bone. This technique
simplifies surgery, is less morbid for the patient, the graft
also resembles the remaining native mandible and reduces
overall treatment cost for such patients.

The use of an allogenic carrier is well documented
in the literature, with split rib, fibula and mandible
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Introduction
The reconstruction of the human mandible after
ablative surgery presents several challenges. Perhaps
one of the more challenging aspects is the choice of
preferred reconstruction technique. The work being
done in the field of tissue engineering shows great
promise, but a reliable and reproducible engineered
graft for mandibular defects has to date not materialized
[1]. Many surgeons favour a free vascularised fibula graft
whilst others, an autogenous non vascularised graft.
Our preference for small to moderate defects after
benign neoplastic tumour resection, remains the latter.
Autogenous compressed particulate cortical cancellous
bone (PCBM) harvested from the anterior ilium is our
technique of choice. Containing this type of graft in the
resection bed is problematic as it tends to disperse and
lose its intended form [2].

Figure 1: The prepared and packaged ADH shaft.
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being well documented [3]. We believe that the use of
an allogenic demineralised humerus (ADH) is desirable,
and that its in vivo use as a conduit for PCBM is not
widely reported in the literature.

Material and Method
Patients that have undergone partial mandibular
resection for benign neoplastic pathology, were
candidates for reconstruction using a combined ADH
conduit with PCBM. The ADH shafts were provided
by BONE SA (Bramley, Johannesburg, South Africa);
comprising two lengths, namely 10 cm for unilateral
reconstruction and 20 cm for larger defects that include
the symphysis. The ADH shafts are quality controlled then
given a 10% hydrochloric (HCl) acid bath, neutralised
with a 0.1% sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) solution and
rinsed in sterile water before being packaged (Figure 1).

The ADH has a recommended shelf life of two years and
requires refrigeration.
The ADH shaft is hollowed out to a cortical thickness
of about 3 mm and then perforated multiple times with
a round burr, all the while being kept moistened with
Lactated Ringer’s solution (Figure 2). The ADH shaft is
then filled like a sausage with PCBM, harvested from the
anterior ilium (Figure 3) and this allogenic autogenous
composite bone conduit is grafted into the defect site
(Figure 4). The conduit was grafted immediately after
resection, making this a single staged surgery with no
need for interim spacer [4].

Discussion
The allogenic humerus is provided by BONE SA
(Bramley, Johannesburg, South Africa) a bio-medical
company that acquires its tissue from donors. The
humeral shafts are used in orthopaedic applications
where they are grafted as spinal struts, and is this an
existing product in their range. Allogenic humerus takes
two weeks to prepare, and once packaged may be
stored for up to 2 years in Refrigerator, which means
that cases may be planned on a whim. This bone in
non-immunogenic and carries no risk for transmission
of infectious disease as it is Gamma irradiated (25
kGy) further, all donors are tested for HIV; Syphilis;
Tuberculosis and Hepatitis B & C. A demineralised
humerus has dimensions that mimic the mandible
in its height and width. The ADH is pliable and hence

Figure 2: A hollowed out and perforated ADH conduit seen
alongside a syringe of compacted PCBM harvested from
the anterior ilium.

Figure 3: The ADH conduit being filled like a sausage, with
the PCBM.
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Figure 4: The prepared ADH conduit seated within the
graft bed post partial resection of right mandible. The
reconstruction plate to which the graft is secured is clearly
visible.
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may be bent and moulded along the natural curvature
of a mandible. It also contains the PCBM preventing
displacement and reducing the required volume. The
semi-rigid, shape and volume, prevents tethering
down of the soft tissue and this results in a widened
crest for future dental implant placement. The use of
circumferential wire around the ADH and reconstruction
plate, allows for close adaptation between the plate
and the graft. Perhaps the most persuasive reason for
the use of ADH is that it is osteoconductive, but the
demineralisation exposes some osteoinductive bone
proteins too [5]. There is no appreciable cost increase
with the use of the ADH; 10 cm length (USD 140) and 20
cm (USD 280).

Conclusion
In our opinion, the use of an ADH shaft as a reconstruction conduit to carry PCBM may be exploited to the
benefit of patients, as it simplifies the reconstruction of
the mandible. The technique saves time intra-operatively, and results in a reconstruction that closely resembles
the remaining native mandibular bone.
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